
 
FrontPoint Functionality 

  
  
One of the things we heard loud and clear when FrontPoint first launched and we were told Account 
Manager would only be available temporarily was the fear that you would lose ability to do certain 
things when Account Manager was no longer available.  The technology team has been working on 
addressing those concerns.  With the announcement of FrontPoint enhancements in last week’s e*Star I 
have taken some time to try to identify the procedures that will enable you to do some of the activities 
you were accustomed to doing within the legacy system,  directly in FrontPoint. 
  
Closed Accounts 
When you notify SAI that a client has died their account immediately is coded to closed but you may 
need to access the information from their file for paperwork needed to settle the estate. Additionally, 
many of you took part in the periodic review of closed accounts with value to make sure accounts 
weren’t erroneously being coded as closed.  
Within FrontPoint>Accounts you will have 5 icons to choose from, opens the Search Panel to the right of 
the icon with a menu of options.  Scroll down to Account Status and expand that menu choice and you 
will see that the default is Open.  You can add Closed, or deselect Open and just select Closed.  Be sure 
to hit the Apply button at the bottom to capture your changes. 
 
Now you can enter  a client name in the Account Search field and you will have access to closed records 
when needed.  For those verifying that there are no erroneous closed accounts with value, you may 
want to select Save Search below the Apply button.  This will give you the ability to name the search and 
add the specific parameters to your My Searches list.  I currently have one called Closed with value so I 
can just select it from my list and run this project without having to rebuild it each time. 
  
Searching by Sponsor 
Occasionally you want to identify all clients who are with a specific sponsor. 
Again, go to FrontPoint>Accounts>and then select the gear shift next to Search  
This will now display a Search Criteria box at the bottom of this window which will open to a browsable 
menu of options.  Select Sponsor Name and Apply.  Your Search menu will now include Sponsor Name as 
an option, click the to the left of category name and it will expand to provide a search field so you can 
type a specific name 
After typing in the name and hitting enter, the left side of your screen will immediately update to reflect 
all accounts with the selected sponsor. 
Birthday lists 
For those who were generating a list for birthday cards from Account Manager, please review the 
Enhancements update released last week (attached for those who didn’t receive e*Star) for how to do 
this within FrontPoint now. 
  
If you are doing any other activities in the legacy Account Manager widget that you do not yet know 
how to do in FrontPoint, please let us know. If it is not part of the current functionality we will be sure to 
let the developers know you would like it to be considered for future enhancements. 


